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About This Game

Freebie is a casual game where you launch a ball against a paddle and hit a green surface. Be careful not to hit the red surfaces
or you'll lose a life!

Two Game Modes:
-Normal mode

-Epilepsy mode (This mode is unsuitable for those prone to epileptic seizures.)
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Title: Freebie
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Free Games Info, hyperboreanGames
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
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game is ok, but only ok because i got it for free.. Simple game but I still enjoyed it. I finished the epilepsy mode with a score of
69 which makes me dizzy for a few minutes. Pretty casual and enjoying.. Pros: It's like tennis but you add Super Hexagon into it
Cons: It's not free, not even for bees.. This game looks terrible, the menu is aweful, the music is irritating...

The gameplay is super bland to me. Not much to be done, not a lot of fun to be had. Extremely repetitive.. Achievements duh!.
Hey its basically free game.. Terrible physics.
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Fun little game. still a better love story than twilight. Coooool..... ahh its mint lad i mean the "good good " mode is mint like.
Why do I keep doing this to myself? I'm like 95% sure if I talked with the developer, I would come to find this game was made
in an hour. It looks like some sloppy microsoft paint job with, some free generic sound effect, with some free generic annoying
music. Ugh... Oh and everytime you shoot the ball it takes a screenshot, so I had 150 images when I exited. Lovely.. It's free...?.
Decent game with very easy achievements. I prefer to buy it on sale.
I recommend.. I have to confess, one of my weaknesses is games that are under a quid on Steam. I just can’t help myself.
Anything over that magical threshold and I might question whether it is worth my money, but below that? I’m game. So of
course I wasn’t strong willed enough to resist Freebie’s value based allure. Not even the fact a game called “Freebie” cost me 47
pence could turn me away.

Freebie’s premise is simple. You bounce balls off of a rotating panel in the centre of the screen and gain points if the ball hits a
green wall while avoiding the red walls. The paddle slowly ramps up in speed, increasing the difficulty. A solitary high score
counter keeps track of your personal best on the main menu.

When not on sale, Freebie costs £0.79 pence on Steam and to be quite honest it certainly looks like it. As you are greeted by the
dreadfully plain main menu, the deafening silence is jarring until you choose which of the three tracks to play. A nondescript
play button sits near the top of the screen and blends far too easily into the rest of the text. I’ve seen more exciting main menus
on ZX Spectrum games.

Things don’t get more exciting as you get into game, unfortunately. The concept itself is sound on paper, but is more timing
dependent than skill based. There is no timer on firing the ball so any urgency in the game is removed when you realise you have
the luxury of being able to calculate the perfect line of attack. As your score increases there is no real sense of progression.
There is little to no fanfare about reaching any milestones, save for steam achievements for 10, 20, 30 , 40 and 50 points
reached. The backgrounds stay the same, the music does not change, the only thing that changes is the speed of the paddle. At
no point do you feel that it is ever ramping up or "getting real". The whole experience feels very muted.

With the above said, however. I got 20 minutes enjoyment out of it, which is about ten times longer than any Kit Kat for the
same price has lasted me. A fun enough little game with an interesting premise that feels like it cost 79 pence and not a penny
more. It is worth a try, but have something on standby to fill the longing for something more this games leaves you with.. D-d-
don't buy this. Leave this page and don't look back. Seriously. You can find more entertainment playing a flash game on
newgrounds. I know you can't go wrong with around a dollar, but go buy a soda or something.. If you like like achievents and
badges its cheap. You can sell the steam cards for about 1/2 your money back.

I'm struggling to get the 50 point achievement tho...
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